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ABSTRACT: Self-assembly of Aβ peptides into amyloid
aggregates has been suggested as the major cause of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Nowadays, there is no medication
for AD, but experimental data indicate that reversion of the
process of amyloid aggregation reduces the symptoms of
disease. In this paper, all 8000 tripeptides were studied for
their ability to destroy Aβ fibrils. The docking method and the
more sophisticated MM-PBSA (molecular mechanics Pois-
son−Boltzmann surface area) method were employed to
calculate the binding affinity and mode of tripeptides to Aβ
fibrils. The ability of these peptides to depolymerize Aβ fibrils
was also investigated experimentally using atomic force microscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy (Thioflavin T assay). It was
shown that tripeptides prefer to bind to hydrophobic regions of 6Aβ9−40 fibrils. Tripeptides WWW, WWP, WPW and PWW were
found to be the most potent binders. In vitro experiments showed that tight-binding tripeptides have significant depolymerizing
activities and their DC50 values determined from dose−response curves were in micromolar range. The ability of nonbinding
(GAM, AAM) and weak-binding (IVL and VLA) tripeptides to destroy Aβ fibrils was negligible. In vitro data of tripeptide
depolymerizing activities support the predictions obtained by molecular docking and all-atom simulation methods. Our results
suggest that presence of multiple complexes of heterocycles forming by tryptophan and proline residues in tripeptides is crucial
for their tight binding to Aβ fibrils as well as for extensive fibril depolymerization. We recommend PWW for further studies as it
has the lowest experimental binding constant.

■ INTRODUCTION

AD (Alzheimer’s disease) is a frequent type of dementia, and
the number of cases is substantially growing with population
age.1 The patients suffering from AD will see a reduced
memory2 and deteriorating language3 and will have problems
with visual as well as spatial search4 etc. This disease is
presumably defined by a gradual accumulation of amyloid
deposits consisting τ-protein5 or Aβ peptides.6 The hypothesis
about amyloid aggregation as a reason for AD is strongly
supported by genetic and pathological evidence.7,8 Aβ peptides
are produced by proteolytic cleavage of APP (amyloid
precursor protein) and mostly consist of 40 (Aβ1−40) and 42
(Aβ1−42) residues. In a water environment, they are intrinsically
disordered in the monomeric state but under specific
conditions can aggregate into amyloid fibrils with a character-
istic cross β-sheet structure.9−12 Recent studies indicate that
mature fibrils as well as soluble oligomers are the toxic agents
inducing the cell death by various pathways.6,13−17

Amyloid aggregation of poly/peptides starts with unfolding
or misfolding of native monomers, which results in conforma-
tional transition and loss of biological functions. Subsequently,
misfolded monomers assemble into oligomeric nuclei acting as
a core to recruit monomers to further grow into larger
oligomers and presumably assemble into fibrils. A new
understanding of fibril growth mechanism was provided by
Jeong et al.18 It was observed that fibrils fragmentized into small
pieces can act as a new oligomeric nuclei to amplify
aggregation. This new nuclei forming process is also known
as ”secondary nucleation” and has been identified in α-
synuclein and Aβ peptide.18,19 It was also reported that the
”secondary nucleation” step is evitable if the concentration of
protein is above a critical mass of fibril.19
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At present, no medication is available for AD, but there are
evidence suggesting that reduction of amyloid assemblies can
be favorable for animals and cells models of amyloidosis.15,20−22

Morgan et al. have shown that laminin-1 can cause complete
disassembly of fibrils into protofilaments and amorphous
aggregates.23 Fibril disaggregation induced by laminin-1 also
contributed to the prevention of amyloid toxicity on hippo-
campal neuronal cells. Khlistunova et al.15 observed that
expression of the repeat domain of τ in N2a cell lines led to
robust aggregation of τ and formation of Alzheimer-like paired
helical filaments with high cytotoxicity. It was found that
addition of the N-phenylamine inhibitors after formation of the
fibrils in the cells caused that level of aggregation was reduced
to 50% of the controls. Moreover, the toxicity caused by
presence of tau aggregates was also decreased nearly to control
levels. These findings indicate that prevention of protein self-
assembly into amyloid structures or the clearance of amyloid
deposits could be achievable strategy to treat amyloid-related
diseases. A huge number of inhibitors for Aβ aggregation have
been identified including carbohydrate-containing com-
pounds,24−29 polyamines,30,31 chaperones,32 metal chelators,33

osmolytes,34 RNA aptamers,35 and other compounds.36−39

Preclinical and clinical studies have shown that nutraceuticals
might be valuable therapeutic agents for AD.36,40−42

Another strategy to affect Aβ aggregation is to use short
peptides.43,44 Since Aβ is self-assembling, fragments extracted
from wild-type protein can serve as peptide-based inhib-
itors.45−50 In particular, because the initial step of Aβ
fibrillization strongly depends on residues 17 to 20 (LVFF)
in the CHR (central hydrophobic region),51 many studies have
been focused on developing β-sheet breaker peptides to block
this region. Tjernberg et al. showed that peptide KLVFF
(fragment Aβ16−20) shows significant binding to Aβ peptides
preventing their self-assembly into fibrils.45 Soto et al. have
adopted a different design strategy directly focusing on the
LVFFA (Aβ17−21) motif, CHR of Aβ, and designed peptides
with comparable hydrophobicity and sequences.46,52

Residues of Proline which had been previously recognized to
reduce β-sheet propensity53 were inserted in peptide-based
inhibitors adding charged residues to the ends for enhancement
of their solubility.46,52 It has been shown that LVFFA has low
ability to prevent Aβ fibrillization, but LPFFD, obtained by dual
mutation V18P and A21D in this fragment, considerably
improves it.46,52 The impact of short fragments, extracted from
C-terminal of Aβ peptide, on Aβ self-assembly was intensively
studied by computer simulation.48,50 The new structure-based
peptide inhibitor design has been proposed using fibril-like
crystal structures of short peptides with a “steric zipper” core as
targets.54 This allows one to develop non-natural peptide
inhibitors.55

One of the most notable shortcomings of previously
designed peptides containing at least 5 amino acids is that
they are relatively long. Such big compounds may not satisfy
the Lipinski’s restriction56 on mass. One can overcome this
drawback using the shorter peptides, but Tjernberg et al. have
suggested that for good binding the peptide should consist at
least from five residues. This assumption was supported by
experimental data which showed that tripeptides are weakly
bound to Aβ peptides.45,46 However, the experiments were
performed for a small set of tripeptides, and it remains unclear
if other tripeptides, especially those which contain rings, have
better binding affinity or not.

Here we performed a systematic study of binding of all
possible three amino acid peptides (8000 = 203 tripeptides in
total) to Aβ fibrils using the docking method. Top-hits revealed
by the virtual screening were further studied by a more precise
MM-PBSA (molecular mechanics Poisson−Boltzmann surface
area) method57 which showed that WWW, WPW, WWP, and
PWW have the highest binding affinity to Aβ fibrils.
Depolymerizing activities of these tight binding tripeptides
along with those determined by in silico screening as weak (IVL,
VLA) or none (GAM, AAM) binders were tested exper-
imentally in vitro using atomic force microscopy and
fluorescence ThT assay. The obtained experimental data
suggest the correlation between predicted binding affinities of
tripeptides and their ability to depolymerize Aβ fibrils. In case
of top lead tripeptides the DC50 values were determined in
micromolar range, while only negligible depolymerizing
activities were observed for the other tripeptides studied in
vitro. Our data point out that the presence of specific aromatic
as well as five-member rings is crucial for depolymerizing
activity of tripeptides. We recommend top-hit tripeptides for
further study as potential therapeutics for AD.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Structure of Aβ9−40 Peptides. The sequence of Aβ1−40

iswhere hydrophobic residues are highlighted in blue. Because

the first 8 amino acids of Aβ1−40
58 are unstructured, we consider

fibrils of truncated peptides 6Aβ9−40. Their atomic structure,
resolved by solid state NMR, was taken from PDB (protein
data bank) with entity 2LMN.pdb but keeping only one layer58

to reduce the computational cost. It should be noted that
6Aβ9−40 which is among smallest protofibrils but yet stable
structures. The rationale of our choice is also supported by the
well documented fact that oligomeric species are cytotoxic16

although the abundance of Aβ40 hexamers remains largely
unknown.59,60

Parameters of Ligands. From 20 amino acids, one can
construct 8000 tripeptides. For simulations their structures
have been generated by using AMBER 11 package.61 To avoid
possible bad contacts arising from close atoms, all structures
were minimized using implicit water model and the GB
(Generalized Born) approximation.62 The cutoff 99 Å was used
for nonbond interactions. The maximum number of cycles of
minimization was 1000, in which the steepest decent method
was applied for the first 500 cycles and then switching to other
last circles by the conjugate gradient method. The optimized
structures were used for further docking simulations.

Docking Method. To dock tripeptides to Aβ fibrils, the
PDBQT file for receptors and ligands was prepared by
AutodockTools 1.5.4.63 Autodock Vina version 1.164 has been
employed for estimation of binding energies. In this software,
for local structure optimization the Broyden−Fletcher−Gold-
farb−Shanno method65 is used. For global search, we set the
exhaustiveness equal 300, and the maximum difference between
energies of the best and the worse binding modes as large as 7
kcal/mol. Twenty binding modes were generated starting from
random configurations of fully flexible ligand, keeping the
receptor rigid. To cover the entire 6Aβ9−40, we have chosen grid
box of 80 × 50 × 65 Å3. The receptor center of mass was
positioned at the same place as the grids center.
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Molecular Dynamic Simulation. To go beyond the
inaccurate docking method, the binding affinity of the ten
top-hit compounds, revealed by docking, was also estimated by
MD (molecular dynamics) simulation using all-atom modeling
with explicit water. 6Aβ9−40-tripeptide complexes were solvated
in a cubic box of around 19500 water molecules keeping the
distance between the box surface and solute as large as 1 nm. In
order to minimize size effects the periodic boundary conditions
were imposed. The 1.0 and 1.4 nm cutoff were adopted for
electrostatic and vdW interactions, respectively. The long-range
Coulomb electrostatic interaction was calculated by the
particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method.66 The Langevin equation
for motion was solved by the leapfrog algorithm.67

First, the system was minimized to avoid local strains in the
protofibril and bad contacts with aqueous environment. A
minimization procedure was performed using the conjugate
gradient and steepest descent methods. This step was
converged once the maximum force drops below 20 fN.
Keeping atoms of 6Aβ9−40 restrained evenly distributed systems
were obtained by relaxation for 100 ps. After gradual heating to
300 K, the equilibration was obtained in the heat bath. Using
Berendsen algorithm68 and a damping coefficient 0.1 ps the
constant T = 300 K was achieved during NVT simulation of 50
ps. For NPT simulation at 1 atm we employed the Parrinello−
Rahman method69 and the damping coefficient of 0.5 ps. MD
simulations were performed using force field AMBER99SB70

and model TIP3P71 for water molecules. They are implemented
in the Gromacs-4.5 package.72 Note that the combination of
force field AMBER99SB and TIP3P is the best one for studying
the binding of small molecules to proteins73

MM-PBSA Method. The MM-PBSA method57 was applied
to refine the binding affinity of top leads obtained by the
docking method. Its details are given somewhere74−76 (see also
Supporting Information). The ligand binding free energy to
receptor is defined by the following equation:

Δ = Δ + Δ + Δ + Δ + − ΔG E E G G T Sbind vdw elec PB sur
(1)

where ΔEvdw and ΔEelec are vdW and coulombic interactions.
ΔGPB and ΔGsur represent polar and nonpolar solvation
energies, respectively. The entropic term TΔS was computed
in the normal mode approximation.77 In order to obtain ΔGbind,
the 20 ns MD trajectories were generated with starting
protofibril−tripeptide configurations obtained in the lowest-
energy docking modes. Then ΔGbind was estimated using eq 1
and collected in equilibrium snapshots.
Contact Maps. A simple way to visualize 6Aβ9−40-tripeptide

interactions is to use the SC-SC (side chain-side chain) contact
map. A SC-SC contact is counted when the distance between
two side-chain centers of mass is less than 6.5 Å.
Chemicals. Aβ peptide Aβ1−40 (Cat. no. A-1001−2, Lot no.

10290940 T) was obtained from rPeptide (USA). Thioflavin T
(ThT), NaOH, 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid
(MOPS), DMSO and NaN3 have been purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich and have been of analytical grade. Studied
tripeptides H-Pro-Trp-Trp-OH (PWW), number 130104; H-
Trp-Pro-Trp-OH (WPW) number 130105; H-Trp-Trp-Pro-
OH (WWP) number 130106, H-Trp-Trp-Trp-OH (WWW),
number 130103, H-Gly-Ala-Met-OH (GAM), number 130701;
H-Ala-Ala-Met-OH (AAM), number 130702; H-Ile-Val-Leu-
OH (IVL), number 130703, and H-Val-Leu-Ala-OH (VLA),
number 130704 were purchased from the company VIDIA
(Czech Republic). Samples were prepared by dissolving

tripeptide in DMSO and subsequent dilution of 50 mM stock
tripeptide solution just before the measurements, and the
content of DMSO in samples was below 2% (v/v).

Aβ1−40 Amyloid Fibrillization. Lyophilized Aβ1−40 was
dissolved in 10 mM NaOH to the 665 μM concentration. The
peptide concentration was determined by UV−vis spectroscopy
(JASCO V-630) using extinction coefficient of ϵ292 = 2300 M−1

cm−1. The solution was sonicated in a bath sonicator for 1 min,
then 10 min centrifuged (12 000 g) at 4 oC to precipitate the
bigger aggregates. After the centrifugation, the concentration
was measured again. The stock solution of Aβ1−40 has been
diluted to final (10 μM) concentration in 150 mM 3-(N-
morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS), 7 days incubated at
37 oC and pH 6.9. The presence of fibrils was confirmed by
AFM (atomic force microscopy) and Thioflavin T (ThT)
fluorescence assay.

ThT Fluorescence Assay. Amyloid fibrillization of the
Aβ1−40 peptides was detected by a characteristic increase in
ThT fluorescence intensity reflecting the occurrence of Aβ
fibrils. ThT was added to samples containing 10 μM Aβ1−40
solution to a final concentration 20 μM and incubated for 1 h at
37 oC. The fluorescence intensity of ThT was measured using a
96-well plate by a Synergy MX spectrofluorimeter (BioTek).
The excitation wavelength was chosen at 440 nm, while the
emission spectrum was recorded at wavelength of 485 nm. The
top probe vertical offset was 6 nm and the excitation and
emission slits were adjusted to 9.0/9.0 nm.

Atomic Force Microscopy. Samples were deposited by
drop casting on the freshly cleaved mica surface. After 5 min
adsorption, the samples of peptide concentration 10 μM and
tripeptides of 60 μM were left to dry after washing with
ultrapure water. AFM images were obtained using a uncoated
silicon cantilevers TESPA, unmounted with force constant 42
N/m and nominal resonance frequency 320 kHz, Al Reflective
Coating (Bruker AFM Probes, Camarillo, USA) with Scanning
Probe Microscope (Veeco di Innova, Bruker AXS Inc.,
Madison, WI) working in a tapping mode. The resolution of
image was 512 pixels per line (512 × 512 pixels/image) and the
scan rate was 0.25−0.7 kHz. No smoothing or noise reduction
was applied.

Screening of Tripeptide Activity to Disassemble Aβ
Amyloid Fibrils. The ability of tripeptides to degrade
preformed Aβ1−40 fibrils was investigated using ThT assay.
Tripeptides were dissolved in DMSO at 50 mM concentration;
the content of DMSO in measured samples was below 2% (v/
v) and had no impact on the Aβ1−40 fibril stability. The three
different concentrations of tripeptides WWW, WPW, PWW,
WWP, AAM, GAM, IVL, and VLA at final concentration of 1
nM, 60 μM and 1 mM, were added to the solution of 10 μM
Aβ1−40 amyloid fibrils (150 mM MOPS buffer, pH 6.9) and
incubated 24 h at 37o C. After incubation ThT was added to a
final (20 μM) concentration and fluorescence intensity was
recorded at the excitation wavelength of 440 nm and the
emission wavelength of 485 nm. The fluorescence of tripeptides
dissolved in 150 mM MOPS buffer was measured as a control.
In our experiment each presented value is the average of the
three independent measured values.

Determination of DC50. DC50, defined as concentration of
tripeptide causing 50% reduction of the amount of Aβ1−40
amyloid fibrillar aggregates (10 μM), was measured by ThT
assay.
Aβ1−40 fibrils (10 μM) in 150 mM MOPS were incubated 24

h (37 oC) with tripeptide at different concentrations ranged
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from 100 pM to 1 mM. The fluorescence intensities of samples
with tripeptides were normalized to the fluorescence signal of
amyloid aggregates alone. Each presented value is the average
of the three independent measured values. The DC50 values
were defined from dose−response curves obtained by fitting
the average values by nonlinear least-squares method. To fit
experimental data we used sigmoidal equation (logistic), y =
(a/(1 + (x/x0)

b)), with three parameters a, b, and x0.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In silico Results. Ligands Preferably Bind to Hydrophobic

Regions of 6Aβ9−40. At first, the binding poses for
representative ligands were studied in detail. The first 20 best
docking poses of each ligand fall in the one spot as it is evident
from Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. Therefore, the
lowest energy or best docking mode can be confidently
accepted for further consideration. The binding energy Δ Ebind
of tripeptides to 6Aβ9−40, obtained in the best docking
conformation, varies between −4.7 and −11.5 kcal/mol (Figure
S2 in Supporting Information). About 30% ligands have ΔEbind
≈ −7 kcal/mol. Figure 1 shows binding positions of all ligands

to 6Aβ9−40. A lot of compounds are located near the loop
region inside fibril because this region is wider compared to
other regions. The top leads are also found in this region. Only
a few compounds are positioned near terminals of peptides. A
detailed SC-SC contact map analysis shows that ligands mainly
interact with residues 19, 21, 30, and 32 of II−V peptides of
6Aβ9−40 (Figure S3 in Supporting Information). Because 19, 21,
30, and 32 are hydrophobic residues (see Materials and
Methods) one can conclude that ligands predominantly bind to
hydrophobic regions. This is consistent with the scanning
experiment of Tjernberg et al.45 who have shown that short
peptides extracted from Aβ1−40 bind to its hydrophobic regions
better than other regions. Moreover, in agreement with the
MM-PBSA results that the electrostatic contribution is
important (see below), the charged residue 23 of IV−V, and
28 of II−III peptides also strongly interact with ligands (Figure
S3 in Supporting Information).
Proline Enhances Binding Affinity. One can show that

binding affinity of tripeptides increases with a number of

parameters such as mass, number of carbon atoms, number of
aromatic residues, van der Waals volume of side chains, and
molar refractivity of ligands. Since this conclusion was also
previously obtained for nonpeptide ligands,78−82 we focus on
the role of proline.
Proline is unique among 20 natural amino acids because its

side chain cyclic structure locks the backbone ϕ dihedral angle
at approximately −75o, making its conformation exceptionally
rigid compared to other amino acids. As a result, proline rarely
appears at the center of α-helix and β-sheet structure.83,84 It can
disrupt β-sheet in both aqueous and membrane environ-
ments.85 Insertion of proline residue in β-sheet breaker
peptides increases their ability to slow down the fibril
formation.46,75 From this point of view, proline deserves
particular attention among other amino acids.
To clearly demonstrate the influence of proline, the

difference between average binding energies of tripeptides
with and without Proline is plotted against the number of HA
(heavy atoms) (Figure 2). Here ΔE bind for ligands with proline

is calculated in such a way that for a given number of HA we
average over all tripeptides containing at least one proline.
Proline always enhances the binding and for NHA = 38, ΔEbind is
reduced by ≈1.4 kcal/mol, leading to decrease of DC50 by 1
order of magnitude. More accurate methods for estimation of
binding affinity may give a stronger effect. Thus, due to
conformational rigidity, Proline reduces the entropy cost
leading to binding enhancement. This relevant factor should
be taken into account at least for drug design for diseases
associated with protein aggregation.
To compare proline with other residues the dependence of

ΔE bind on amino acids was considered (Figure S4 in
Supporting Information). Proline (P) and histidine (H) are
presumably comparable in binding affinity probably because
both of them have one 5-membered ring. Phenylalanine (F),
tyrosine (Y), and tryptophan (W) are better than proline as
they all have an aromatic ring. This is in accord with previous
works about the importance of aromatic rings in inhibition of
the amyloid aggregation74,86−88 and our docking results
showing that ΔEbind increases with the number of aromatic
residues and rings (Figure S5 in Supporting Information). Since
ΔEbind also correlates with the number of atoms and mass of
tripeptides (Figure S5 in Supporting Information), the better

Figure 1. Binding positions of the tripeptides to 6Aβ9−40 with view
perpendicular (A) and along the fibril axis z (B). The chains of
receptor (blue) are numbered as I, II, III, IV, V and VI. Small pink
spheres refer to tripeptides while the representative top-hit binders
shown in Table 1 are highlighted by larger green spheres. Each
tripeptide is represented by a sphere positioned at its center of mass.
Results were obtained in the best binding mode.

Figure 2. Binding energy difference between ligands with and without
proline residue. Results were obtained by averaging over all ligands
that have the same number of HA.
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binding of phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan compared to
proline may be due to their larger size and weight.
Tryptophan is the best one with one 5-membered ring more.

Glycine (G) which does not have a side chain is ranked last.
Cysteine also contributes little to binding with amyloid fibril. It
should be note that this interpretation is just based on the
docking results and may be oversimplified because these
residues are also different in other ways. The departure from
general trends mentioned here should be studied carefully using
more precise methods and MD simulations.
Prediction of Top-Leads by Docking and MM-PBSA

Simulations. Docking Results. From 8000 peptides we have
selected the 10 top hits which have the lowest binding energy
to receptor 6Aβ9−40 (Table 1). These compounds are
composed mostly of W, P, F, and Y that have aromatic and
5-membered rings. WWW is a champion probably because it
has the largest number of rings. Proline occurs in the three top
compounds, and this is in line with the fact that Proline greatly
enhances the binding to 6Aβ9−40 (Figure 2).
For comparison with the top hits, among middle binders we

select IVL (ΔEbind = −7.5 kcal/mol) and VLA (ΔEbind = −7.2
kcal/mol) while among weak binders AAM (ΔEbind = −5.6
kcal/mol) and GAM (ΔEbind = −5.4 kcal/mol) are chosen for
further in vitro study (see below).
Having used the docking method we obtained ΔEbind= −8.8

and −9.5 kcal/mol for LVFFA and LPFFD, respectively. This is
consistent with the experiments of Soto et al.46,52 that LPFFD
displays the higher inhibition capacity than LVFFA due to the
presence of proline. As follows from Table 1, the binding
energies of top-hits, obtained by the docking method, vary
between −10.4 and −11.5 kcal/mol. Thus, the absolute values
of ΔEbind of LVFFA and LPFFD are lower and they are
expected to bind to Aβ weaker than top-hits.
Tjernberg et al.45,89 have performed in vitro study for 10

tripeptides listed in Table S2 in Supporting Information.
Among them only three peptides VFF, FFA, and LVF showed
very low activity. This result is consistent with our docking
simulations because these peptides have the absolute values of
ΔEbind larger than the remaining seven tripepeptides which had
no activity at all. On the basis of the docking results, one can
also expect that VFF, FFA, and LVF have lower binding affinity
compared to top-leads shown in Table 1.
Usually the docking method is useful in locating binding sites

but its predictive power for binding affinity is limited because
the dynamics of receptor is ignored and the number of position
trials for ligand is finite. Therefore, in further calculations the
more accurate MM-PBSA method was used to refine docking
predictions.

Ranking by MM-PBSA. Because the simulations by MM-
PBSA methods are CPU time-consuming we restrict our study
to 10 top leads shown in Table 1. Note that WPW and WWP
are among the top leads but not PWW. However, we will also
consider PWW not only because of its binding energy close to
top-hits but also because of the important role of proline as β-
sheet breaker. Configurations, obtained in the best docking
mode, were used as starting structures for MD runs. During 20
ns MD simulations ligands stay inside the target (see Movie 1
in the Supporting Information). All-atom RMSD (root-mean-
square displacement) of the receptor relative to its initial
structure is plotted against time (Figure 3) for 10 tripeptides.

Overall, the systems reach equilibrium after 12 ns when the
RMSD curve gets saturation. ΔGbind was computed using the
MM-PBSA method and snapshots collected in the last 8 ns.
The results are shown in Table 1.
Except WFP the Coulomb interaction is superior to the vdW

interaction. An interesting question emerges: why WFP is so
different from other tripeptides in term of ΔEelec? To address
this question we consider WFP and three representative
tripeptides WWW, PWW and WWP in more detail. The atomic
indices and charges of these peptides is given in Table S1 in the
Supporting Information. Because of polarization effect in water,
the N-end and C-end have positive and negative charges (Table
S1 in Supporting Information), the first and third residues of
tripeptides prefer to bind to the region containing charge
residues GLU22, ASP23 and LYS28 (Figures S6−S9 in

Table 1. Binding Energies of PWW and the Top Ten Tripeptides Revealed by the Docking Method.a

aBinding free energies obtained by the MM-PBSA method are also shown. Energies are in kcal/mol.

Figure 3. Time dependence of the all-atom RMSD of 6Aβ9−40 in the
presence of different tripeptides. Black, red, green, blue, yellow, brown,
gray, violet, cyan, magenta and orange, respectively, refer to WWW,
WWP, WWY, WWF, YWW, WPW, FWW, WFW, WYW, WFP, and
PWW. The arrow refers to the time when systems reach equilibrium.
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Supporting Information). They also interact with hydrophobic
residues PHE19, ALA21, ALA30, ILE31, ILE32 and LEU34
locating closely the salt-bridge region. The first and third
residues prefer to locate next to the negatively charged ASP23
and positively charged LYS28, respectively (Figures S6−S9 in
the Supporting Information).
The electrostatic interaction of WWW and WWP with fibril

dominates over WFP because they often form contact with
ASP23 and LYS28 (Figures S6 and S7 in the Supporting
Information), while WFP mostly interacts with LYs28 (Figure
S8 in the Supporting Information). On the basis of the contact
maps presented in Figures S8 and S9, it is not clear why the
electrostatic interaction of WFP is weaker than PWW because
both of them mainly interact with LYS28. To shed light on this
problem we present contributions from individual atoms of
tripeptides to the Coulomb part (Figure S10 in the Supporting
Information). The domination of PWW over WFP comes from
difference in contribution of the last atoms C, OC1 and OC2 as
well as atom HE1 at position 28 of PWW.
Comparing WFP with WWW and WWP (Figure S10 in

Supporting Information) one can see that the contribution of
the first residue W was significantly reduced due to the
presence of amino acid F. The mutation W by F weakens the
electrostatic interaction of the last residue P with the receptor if
one compares WWP with WFP. Thus, the poor electrostatic
interaction of WFP may be understood studying its per-atom
distributions.
For all four tripeptides the two last atoms OC1 and OC2

have strong attractive interaction with the fibril, while their
neighbor atom C experiences the repulsion. This is because
negatively charged CO1 and OC2 and positively charged C
atom (Table S1 in Supporting Information) interact with
LYS28 carrying positive charge. The importance of rings in
electrostatic interaction is evident for WWW, WWP, and PWW
(Figure S10 in Supporting Information).
The contribution of electrostatic interaction is over

compensated by polar solvation energies, resulting to all
positive numbers. The level of positive sums ΔEelec + ΔGGP
(from 15 to 40 kcal/mol) also orients the ranking by MM-
PBSA. Thus, the negative values of ΔGbind come from vdW
energies which vary from −62 to −40 kcal/mol. This
observation once again proves that hydrophobicity alone does
not control binding propensity, but it is indispensable to direct
the reaction. Apolar solvation energies constitute to the final
binding scores at the same range (from −9 to −6 kcal/mol) in
all compounds (Table 1), while ΔGPB greatly varies across the
whole set of ligands. The entropy changes upon binding are
quite different among various structures, from 19.8 to 25 kcal/
mol. A peptide which has complex rings that lie close may have
low entropy. The deviation in entropy partially affects the final
binding propensity. Three compounds containing Proline have
the lowest entropic contribution because as mentioned above
the conformation of this residue is highly rigid. Specifically,
WWP which has the least positive entropy value has the highest
potential to degrade the Aβ amyloid fibrils. As follows from
Table 1 ΔGbind is sensitive to sequences of ligand amino acids.
WPW is a bit worse than WWP because when Proline is in the
middle the complex becomes energetically less favorable due to
decrease of both vdW and Coulomb interaction. Within the
error bars, the binding free energies of WPW, WWP, and PWW
are comparable. The binding strength to 6Aβ9−40 has been
optimized when F is inserted between two W amino acids but it

becomes worse in the case of Y because WYW has the binding
affinity lower than YWW and WWY.
One can understand difference in binding affinity of

tripeptides at the atomistic level considering the per-atom
distributions of the interaction energy involving the electro-
static and vdW terms (Figure S11). In WWW atoms 14 (HE1),
38 (HE1), 61 (NE1), 62 (HE1), 73 (C), 74 (OC1), and 75
(OC2) play the most important role. The contribution of
atoms from residues W of tripeptide WWP is almost the same
as the first two residues W from WWW. For WWP, in addition
to atoms at position 14 (HE1) and 38 (HE1), atoms 63 (C), 64
(OC1), and 65 (OC2) are prominent in binding (Figure S11).
Comparison of PWW with WWP reveals the importance of
position of P in per-atom distributions of interaction energies.
Together with atom 28 (HE1) atoms 63 (C), 64 (OC1), and
65 (OC2) contribute to the binding affinity of PWW to greater
extent than for WWP. Despite great variations in per-atom
distributions the total binding free energy of WWW, WWP, and
PWW remains almost the same (Table 1). The WFP case
(Figure S11 in Supporting Information) is different because the
overall behavior of the distribution is similar to WWP but the
magnitude of interaction is reduced resulting in poor binding.
Atoms O at position 26 and 46, and atoms 59 (C), 60 (OC1),
and 61 (OC2) are important in this case.
As expected, the ranking of top leads obtained by the

docking method is altered by the MM-PBSA simulations.
WWP, second by docking ranking, becomes champion in the
MM-PBSA classification having the lowest ΔGbind = −13.15
kcal/mol (Table 1). WWW, which is the first among docking
top hits, is ranked third now. We predict that WWP, WPW,
PWW, and WWW are the most prominent binders to Aβ fibrils
having ΔGbind < −9 kcal/mol. The binding constant DC50
might be estimated by the formula DC50 = KI = exp(ΔGbind/
RT), where R is gas constant and unit of KI is mol. Using
ΔGbind from Table 1 one obtains the binding constant DC50≈
160, 3.5, 21.9, and 27.8 nM for WWW, WWP, WPW and
PWW, respectively. Thus, DC50 of the four top hits falls in the
submicromolar range. Experimentally, Tjernberg et al.45,89 have
found that tripeptides extracted from full-length Aβ peptides
have very low binding affinity to Aβ fibrils. This is because their
peptides do not contain proline. Our simulations show that
proline and residues with rings can enhance the binding of
tripeptides to Aβ.

In vitro Investigation of the Ability of Tripeptides To
Depolymerize the Aβ1−40 Fibrils and Determination of
DC50 Values. Screening of Depolymerizing Activities of
Tripeptides. The ability of tripeptides to depolymerize Aβ
fibrils was investigated experimentally by ThT fluorescence
assay. The interaction between ThT and Aβ fibrils leads to
significant increasing of fluorescence intensity of ThT (Figure
4, violet line) that is not observed for the native Aβ peptide
(Figure 4, violet dotted line). The fluorescence intensities
detected after incubation of Aβ fibrils with studied tripeptides
(200 μM) are presented in Figure 4. The abilities of tripeptides
to depolymerize Aβ fibrils negatively correlate with fluores-
cence intensities; namely, the lower fluorescence values
correspond to the greater depolymerization activities. Data
indicate different effect of tripeptides on amyloid fibrils.
Intensive decrease of ThT fluorescence intensities was obtained
for samples of Aβ fibrils incubated with tripeptides selected by
in silico experiment as the best binders. For tripeptides
predicted to be very weak binders (GAM and AAM), the
fluorescence intensities are comparable to that observed for Aβ
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fibrils alone (data shown only for GAM). In case of tripeptides
for which middle binding affinities were predicted by the
docking method (IVL and VLA) only moderate decline of
fluorescence was detected (data shown only for IVL).
The destroying activities were further investigated for three

different tripeptide concentrations (1 nM, 60 μM, and 1 mM);
fluorescence intensities which were normalized to the intensity
of untreated fibrils are presented in Figure 5. It was found that

ability of tripeptides selected as top-leads (WWW, PWW,
WPW, and WWP) to depolymerize Aβ fibrils is concentration
dependent. For highest tripeptide concentration (1 mM) the
significant decrease of fluorescence intensities compare to
fluorescence of Aβ fibrils alone was detected. The highest
disassembly activities corresponding to the lowest fluorescence
intensities were observed for tripeptide PWW, WWP, and
WWW (Adep 83%). Only slightly smaller depolymerization was
observed for WPW (Adep 72%). Tripeptides GAM and AAM
characteristic of very low affinity to bind to Aβ fibrils display no
significant decline of fluorescence even at higher concen-
trations, ThT fluorescence intensities are comparable to that
observed for Aβ fibrils alone (Figure 5). These data suggest

almost no depolymerizing activities of these tripeptides (Adep ∼
5−10%). Very slight decrease of fluorescence was detected for
the highest concentrations of tripeptides with weaker binding
affinities (VLA and IVL) corresponding depolymerizing activity
Adep of about ∼10−15%.

AFM. The influence of tripeptides on the Aβ fibril patterns
was also investigated by AFM to directly visualize their
disassembly abilities. Representative AFM images are presented
in Figure 6. The incubation of tightly binding tripeptides
WWW, PWW, WPW, and WWP with Aβ fibrils led to extensive
reduction of the overall amount of the fibrillar self-assemblies
compare to untreated Aβ fibrils (Figure 6B−E). In dependence
on the tripeptide composition the different changes in shape
and size of aggregates were observed. For tripeptide containing
only Tryptophanes (WWW) the fibrils are much shorter
compare to Aβ fibrils. Presence of PWW and WPW caused
disassembly of fibrils to very short structures with tendency to
accumulate into clusters mainly in case of PWW. Interestingly,
incubation of Aβ fibrils with WWP led mostly to formation of
globular structures. AFM images clearly demonstrate that
tripeptides selected as top-leads have significant ability to
depolymerize Aβ fibrils, and hence support the experimental
data obtained by ThT assay as well as results from docking
calculations.
The interactions of Aβ fibrils with weaker binders (IVL,

VLA) and tripeptides with very low binding affinity to fibrils
(GAM, AAM) were observed by AFM as well. Representative
AFM images obtained for GAM and IVL (Figure 6F,G) show
that presence of these tripeptides caused no significant changes;
the fibrils have similar morphology to that detected for Aβ
fibrils. Thus, obtained AFM images support minimal or neither
evidence of fibril depolymerization for these tripeptides
determined by ThT assay. It should be mentioned that all
studied tripeptides do not form any fibrillar or amorphous
structures at conditions used for examination of depolymerizing
abilities, the representative image obtained for tripeptide WWP
is presented in Figure 6H.

Determination of DC50. ThT assay was employed to obtain
the DC50 values for all experimentally studied tripeptides. The
depolymerizing activities of studied tripeptides in concentration
region from 10 pM to 1 mM were tested at Aβ1−40 fibril
concentration of 10 μM. The normalized fluorescence
intensities (to the signal of amyloid fibrils alone) obtained for
tightly binding tripeptides WWW, PWW, WPW, and WWP are
present in Figure 7A. Using dose-dependent curves, which were
obtained by fitting of fluorescence intensities, the DC50 values
of half-maximal disassembly were determined (Table 2). DC50
is in μM range, and the lowest DC50 value was obtained for
PWW (1.6 μM), while a slightly higher DC50 values were found
for remaining tight binding tripeptides, namely 47.1 ± 4.1, 55.8
± 1.6, and 73.9 ± 2.2 μM for WWP, WWW, and WPW,
respectively. Since a change in ΔGbind by 1 kcal/mol results in
change of binding constant by about 1 order of magnitude,
DC50, obtained by experiment for PWW, is still consistent with
our MM-PBSA results within the error bars (Table 1).
The concentration dependencies of depolymerizing abilities

were examined also for tripeptides characteristic of weaker
(IVL, VLA) and very low (GAM, AAM) binding affinity to
fibrils. The observed fluorescence intensities for GAM and VLA
tripeptides presented in Figure 7B clearly indicate no
disassembly of fibrils. The similar results were observed for
AAM and IVL tripeptides.

Figure 4. ThT fluorescence spectra of native Aβ1−40 10 μM; violet
dots) and Aβ1−40 fibrils (10 μM) in the absence (solid violet line) or in
the presence of 200 μM of tripeptides WWW (black long dash line),
WWP (blue short dash line), WPW (dark green dotted line), PWW
(red dash−dot line), GAM (orange dash line), and IVL (cyan dash
dot−dot line).

Figure 5. Fluorescence intensities for Aβ1−40 fibrils (10 μM) alone and
after incubation with tripeptides at concentration of 1 nM (solid bars),
60 μM (bars with lines), and 1 mM (bars with crossing lines) detected
by ThT assay. Fluorescence intensities were normalized to the
fluorescence of signal of untreated Aβ fibrils.
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Relationship between Tripeptide Composition and
Depolymerizing Activity. The data obtained by simulations
and in vitro experiments demonstrate influence of tripeptide
composition on both the binding affinities to Aβ fibrils and
depolymerization activities. The both approaches clearly
indicate that presence of cyclic amino acid proline and aromatic
amino acid tryptophan in tripeptides is crucial for their tight
binding to Aβ fibrils as well as for significant depolymerizing
ability. We assume that multiple occurrences of amino acid

heterocycles increase the capacity of these tripeptides to
interact with amyloid fibrils. The adjacent localization of
tryptophans possessing a couple of rings can significantly
improve the interaction of these cycles with β-sheets stabilizing
amyloid fibrils. The importance of the presence of aromatic
residues was also shown by Azriel and Gazit et al.90 Their
results clearly indicate that a doubled aromatic phenylalanine
residue (“FF” motif) is a major structural motif mediating
interactions of short peptides QKLVFF, LVFFA, and LPFFD
with Aβ. In the case of proline, it was shown that insertions of
this residue to the β-sheet breaker peptides slow down the Aβ
fibrillization.75 We assume that extensive depolymerizing
activities of our tightly bind tripeptides are due to presence
of complex heterocycle structure possessing interactions which
are able to block π-stacking interactions of fibrils. The proposed
assumption of tight binding tripeptides to depolymerize Aβ
fibrils is supported by results observed for tripeptides consisting
of hydrophobic but noncyclic residues. The absence of cyclic

Figure 6. AFM images of Aβ1−40 fibrils (10 μM) (A) and after their incubation with 60 μM of tripeptide (B) WWW, (C) PWW, (D) WPW, (E)
WWP, (F) GAM, and (G) IVL. (H) Representative AFM image of WWP tripeptide alone. The similar AFM images were observed for other alone
tripeptides. Bars represent 1 μm.

Figure 7. Determination of DC50 values of tripeptides by ThT assay: (A) PWW (red circles), WPW (green triangles), WWP (blue diamonds), and
WWW (black squares); (B) GAM (orange circles) and VLA (brown triangles). The effect of increasing tripeptide concentrations on A fibrils was
quantified by normalizing fluorescence intensity to the control (100% fluorescence intensity of the Aβ fibrils in the absence of tripeptide). A single
experiment was performed with each sample in triplicates. The error bars represent the average deviation for repeated measurements of three
separate samples. The curves were obtained by fitting of the average values by a nonlinear least-squares method.

Table 2. Experimentally Determined Values of DC50 for
Studied Tripeptidesa

DC50 (μM)

WWW PWW WPW WWP
GAM,
AMM

IVL,
VLA

55.8 ± 1.6 1.6 ± 0.4 73.9 ± 2.2 47.1 ± 4.1 N/Ab N/Ab

aResults were obtained for 10μM concentration of Aβ1−40 fibrils.
bN/

A - not available due to no or very low depolymerizing activity.
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structures caused that interactions between the tripeptide and
bonds forming the fibrils were not sufficient to destroy them.

■ CONCLUSIONS
The binding affinity of a set of 8000 tripeptides, all the possible
combinations of amino acids in tripeptides, to 2-fold symmetry
6Aβ9−40 fibrils has been studied by the Autodock Vina method.
One of the most interesting findings here is that, in agreement
with the experiments,45 tripeptides preferably locate near
hydrophobic residues of receptor.
Together with other amino acids that contain rings the

proline residues was present in most of top hit tripeptides as
the rigidity of its 5-membered ring enhances the tripeptide
binding affinity. More aromatic residues would give rise to
stronger binding, but to satisfy Lipinski’s rules56 drug-like
compounds cannot have many aromatic rings.
Top-hits revealed by the virtual screening were further

studied by the more precise MM-PBSA method which shows
that WWW, WPW, WWP, and PWW have the best ability to
bind to Aβ fibrils (DC50 values ∼ nM−μM). Depolymerizing
activities of tight binding tripeptides along with weak or none
binders were tested experimentally in vitro using AFM and ThT
fluorescence assay. Our results suggest the significant
correlation between predicted binding affinities of tripeptides
and their ability to depolymerize Aβ fibrils.
We assume that presence of cyclic amino acid proline and

aromatic amino acid tryptophan in tripeptides is crucial for
their tight binding to Aβ fibrils as well as for significant
depolymerizing ability. We suppose that multiple occurrences
of amino acid heterocycles can significantly increase the ability
of top-hit tripeptides to reduce or interrupt the β-sheets bonds
stabilizing amyloid fibrils, i.e., reduce them. The proposed
assumption of tight binding tripeptides to depolymerize Aβ
fibrils is supported by results observed for tripeptides consisting
of hydrophobic but noncyclic residues. The absence of cyclic
structures caused that interactions between the tripeptide and
bonds forming the fibrils were not sufficient to destroy them.
The top leads highly recommended for further study as
potential leads for AD.
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